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SUNIMARY

~e equilibrium temperature and heat-transfer coeqjicient.sfor
transrer8e cylinder~ in a hitj-h+peedstream of rarejed ga8 were
nwammed orer a Fangeof Knud8en nwnbm8 (ratio of mokular-
mean-free path to cylinder diameter) j%n 0.025 to 11.8 and
for Mach numbm.from 2.0 to 3.3. The range of free-dream
l?eyno[d8numbers wai?from 0.$8 to g03.

T%e mode18 te~ted were 0.0010-, 0.0050-, 0.030-, 0.051-,
0.080-, and O.126-inchdiameter cyhder8 held normal to the
8tream.

Forthe caseof high+pcvd$ow of a rare$edgas about cy[inder8,
the data indicate that fully dereloped fr~e-molecule jlow jir8i
occurit at Knud~en numbers of approm”mately ,%?.0and the
temperature-reeoreryfactor dependsprimarily upon theKnud8en
number. For Knuii8en nurnber8greater than 0..2, the tempera-
ture-recoreryfactor exceeds a rdue of unity eren though free-
molecu[ej%w may not befully dereloped.

(ker the range of condition8 corered in the present te~8, the
Nm8elt number i8 a function only of the Reynolds number ~
the viecom”tyand thermal conductivity are basedupon stagnation
temperature and the denm”tyba8edupon free+tream condition.
For free-mofeculejkw, the heat-tmnsfer data are well correlated
by the theory with the accommodation coefficient equal to 0.90.

INTRODUCTION

The subjeet of heat transfer to or from bodies in a high-
speed rarefied gas stream has become of importance in
aeronautics. The recent practical realization of missiIefight
at very high altitudes has stimulated interest in the subject.
Ms.o, in certain aspects of wind-tunnel testing, notabIy turbu-
lence studies in supmsonic viind tunnels by means of hot-tie
anemometers, the effects of slip may not be rieg@ibIe. (See,
e. g., reference 1.)

The various phenomena encountered in higkpeed flow of
gases are often described in terms of the ReynoIds number
and the Mach number of the flow. The former parameter
may be considered to be a measure of the effect of viscosity
and the latter a measure of the effect of compressibility on
the flow field.

When considering the flow of rmefied gases, however, an
additional parameter! the Knudsen number! becomes impor-
tant. The Knudsen number is defied as the ratio of the
mean-free molecular path to a characteristic body dimension.
This parameter, which is a measure of the degree of gas
rarefaction, may also be construed as detking the importance
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of the effect of mokdar motions on the flow fhdd. When
the Knudsen number is smaIl (leas than, say, 0-001), the
effect of the molecular motions on the flow is negligible and,
in this regime, the gas can be treated as a continuous medium.
On the other hand, for large values of the Knudsen number
(of the order of 10), the effect of molecular motions is all-
important and the phenomena which occur can be completely
described in terms of the motions of individual moIecuk—
in a statistical sense, of course. By virtue of the -wdl-
established laws of molecuIar motions, this so-called “free-
molecule” regime is readily susceptible to anaI.@s and has
been thoroughly examined (references 2 through 8) with
respect to bo th aerodpamic and thermodpunic phenomena.
Experimental work in this regime with respect to external
flows (as opposed to flovi in tubes) is, however, quite meager.
The pioneer work of Epstein in 1924 (reference 3) -was
concerned with the measurement of the drag of spheres; the
tests were confined to ~ery Iovi-speed motions. Recently,
the drag and equilibrium temperature of a cylinder in
high+peed free-moIecule flow were reported in reference S.

The regime of intermediate Knudsen numbers (0.00I<X
<10) is difhdt to deal with ana.Iytically and, at this time,
IittIe-success has been attained in attempts to anaIyze this
portion of the fieId of fluid mechanics. Some progress has
been made, however, by Chapman and CoviIirg (reference
9), Sohamberg (reference 10), and .Grad (reference 11).

The two general types of approach to the probIem used
by the abo~’e authors have been described by Uhlenbeck _
(reference 12). Briefly, the first approach consists of apply-
ing correction terms to the A’avier-stokes continuum equa-
tions and boundary conditions, the f3rst appm.ximation
resulting in a set of higher-order equations-the Burnett
equations. The other approach is to dttempt to solve the
BoItzmann equation for the ruokcular veIocity distribution,
which, in effect, results in obtain@ correction terms to the”
Maxwell velocity distribution equation. Both of these : -
methods are eesentialIy perturbation methods. Jh the first
approach soIutions are obtained in terms of power series of
the Knudsen number, while in the seeond method solutions
are obtained in terms of the reciprocal of the Knudsen
number. Both methods vdl fail for Knudsen numbers of
the order of unity.

& in the case of free-molecule flows, Iittle experimental
mork has been done in the intermediate regime for the casc-
of high-speed external flows. However, Kane “(reference
13) has reported results of drag testa on spheres in this
regime.
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The general purpose of the research described in this p~per
was to study the.heat-transfer processes that &cur behvwm
a body and a high~peed rarefied gas stream. More. part-
icularly, it was hoped that the experimental data would
yield two importank results: first, the proper grouping of
variables to obtain correlation of heat-transfer data in tho
analytically intractable %lip-flow” regime intermediate
between the continuum. and free-rnolc.cule regimes; and
second, to define approximate values of the parameters
which delkeate the three regimes for the particular con-
figuration used in these tests.

Experimental data were obtained. on the heat, tr~~fer
from circular cylinders in the three regimes of free-molecule,
slip, and continuum ffows. The data are compared at small
values of Knudsen number with the data of reference 1 and
for large values of Knudsen number, with the.free-molecule
analysis of reference 8.

NOTATION .

specific heat at constant pressure, foot-pounds per
slug, ‘F
cylindm diameter, feet
dimensionless function of 8 deflg~d by

f(8)= z@+3)+z, (8’+;)

dimensionless fwction of s defined by g(s) =3(4+22)

gravitational acceleration, 32.2 feet per second squared
heatAransfer coefficient, foot-pounds per square foot,

second, ‘F
modified Bessel function of first l@d and zero .orde.r
modified Bessel function of first kind and first order

()Kuudsen number ,$ ~dimensionless

BoItzmann constant, 5.66X 10-’4 foot-pounds per “F
pcr molecule ●

mean-free molecular path, feet

()Mach numhcr .: Jdimensionless

hd
()

Nusselt number ,; ~dimensionless

static pressure, pounds pm square.foot

()J?randtlnumber CP~ ~dimensionless

heat transferredfrom body, foot-pounds per square foot,
second ‘

temperature-recovery factor, dcfirwd by

T,= T(l+l# )rh12 j dimensionless

gas constant, foot-pounds per pound, ‘F absolute

‘dp , dimensionless
()

Reynolds number 7

u
()molecular speed ratio ~ ? dimensionless

free-strea.mstatic tempmlturc, ‘F absolute
temperature of the cylinder, ‘F absolute
equilibrium tempt.rature, ‘F absoluto
stream mass velocity, feet pm second
acoustic spmd (~~~,- feet fiei second
most probable molecular SPA (1/2gR~), feet pm

second

; mean molecular speed
(J% ““““ ““” ‘“---

feet per second

z~ dimensionless function of # defined by

“=’W’X’)(-:)
7~2 dimensionless function of s defined by

a ‘ accommodation coafikient, dimensionless
7 ratio of specific heats, dimensionless
K thermal conductivity, foot-pounds per second, square

foot, ‘F per foot
P viscosity, pound-seconds pm square foot

v ()kinematic viscosity ~ JWllare feet per second “

P gas density, slugs per cubic foot

8URSCRlPT

10 refera to the fact that. the viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity were evaluakd at stagnation Lempwatum
while the density wrLsevaluated at fvtw-streamcondi-
tions

ANALYSIS

SOME GENERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN VARIARLES

Before proceeding wi~h the analysis, it is desirable LUset
down a fcw relations wvich arc used throughou~. The
Knudsori number, K=l/d, can be relatwl to the Ihwh and
Reynolds numbrs M follows: ‘

(1)

—.

l?rom referenco 14, page 147’, the viscosity of a rarefied gas
coraposccl of hard eltw4ticspheres find haviug a Maxwcllian
velocity distribution can k expressed in krms of the density,
mean molecuhw velocity, and mean-free molccuk path,
p=0,499pZ1. ‘flus, very closely,

(2) ‘-

The molecular speed ratio s, which is a primary variable in
Lhc analysis of free-molecule flows, is Mined m s= U/Urn.
Since .va=#29R T ai~d““va=~~T, we liti.ve a rchition ‘-
betwccn”a and M

(3)
HEAT TRANSFER FEOMCYLIFiDERSlN FUiEhlOLECULE FLOW

Heat transfer from a circular cylinder oriented trans-
versely to a gas stream has been treated, for the case of free-
molemde flow, in reference 8. It is useful, homwcr, to
examine the final cquatious derived tkrcin wiLh a view 10
putting thcm in such form as will allow plotLing of Lhc
experimental data ou a basis comparable with continuum
data.
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The equation for heat transfer from a cylinder to a diatomic
gas stream is shown in refereuce S to be (neglecting radiation
termsj

-: g(+f(+~ Q=o (4)

One can define a heat-transfer coefficient per unit area as

(5)

where T. is the equilibrium temperature assumed by the
cylinder in the absence of heat transfer. The quantity T,
can be obtained from equation (4) by setting the term Q
equal. to zero in which case Tc equals T’. Thus,

T,=T f~
g(s)

Then, substitution of equations (4) and (6} into equation
(5) yields

(7)

If use is made of the relation p/T=gpR, equation (7) can be”
rewritten as

~~~c RePr -7lNu=- g(tl] .“(ij ‘-””?
Substituting numerical values for the constmts, for_the __

case of nitrogen gas, we have,

Ku= O.0264ctRePr ‘~) (9)

The term g(s]/s is nearly constant for values of &greater than
2 and approaches a ~aIue of 61~ asymptot icaIly. The ‘- “-
Wlting values are

——
., —

Then for values gf s>2 we have, -wry nearly, . “

A’u=0283aRePr (m -

For gases, the Prandtl number, Pr, is nearIy constant over
a wide temperature range and, for diatonic gases, has a

Bound

FIGGEZ I.—Ames Iow-densitywindtnnneL

““pump
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value of about’0.?2 at 0° F. Substitution of this value for
Pr inh equation (10) yiekis tile final equation for heat trans-
fer ~om a transverse cylinder in a high-speed (s>2) frec-
molecule flow field

Nu=O.204aRe (11)

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL
TECHNIQUE

THE WIND TUNNEL

The Ames Laboratory lowdensity wind tunnel, in which
the present tests were conducted, is an open-jet, nonreturn-
type tunneI aml is described in detail in refereuce 8. A
sketch of the major components of the wind tunnel is shown
in figuro 1.

The nozzles used in the present test, however, differed
from those described in reference 8 and for Lhatreason will
be deaeribed in detaiI hem. The nozzles used were axially
symmetric, Iti inches in exit diameter, and had porous walls
to allow patl of the bounclary layer to be removed by suction.
The nozzle contours were determined by calculating the
shape of the inner core (assumed inviscid) by the method of
characLoristics, as outlined in reference 15, ancl applying a
boundary-layer correction tp LIMcontour. The boundary-
Iayer correction was calculated using the von K&rn6n
momentum-in t,cgrtdt.hcory given by Schaaf in referencc 16.
The correction actually appIied to the nozzk contours
corresponded to tkt cakulat.ed for Lbc highest pressure levc.I
used.

The nozzles wore constructed by stacking 2-inch-diameter,
thin metal shims to the.desired length, The stack of shims
was held togctlic.r by four through-boIts and WRS machin ccl

h tk calculated internal tintour. The nozzle wrdls wer,e
made porous by discarding every other solid shim and re-
placing ib with small spaccm around each of the four through-
bolts. The shim thickness was varied along the hmgth of
the nozzle in order LOobtain a reasonably uniform suction
velocity normal to the wall. The nozzlo boundary-layer
removal was accomplished by cormccLing a chamber mound
the nozzle to onc of the main vacuum pumps. The porous
nozzle is shown diagrammatically in figure 2.

FIGURE2.-Cutsw8y view of porous nozzle.

The &e of boun&ry-Iayer removal resultd in a noizlo
which produced an essentially constant Mach numlwr o vcr
the center third of ‘its diameter in contras~ with tho soIid
nozzles described in’ reference 8 which produced essentially
a parabolic Mact~.number distribution. Also tho use of
bound~ry-layer remoral permitted the pressure lewd of the
wind tunnel t.obe changed by a factor of 2%,while the Mach

number varied only by about +2 percent. A typical hlach
number distribution obtained with and without boundary-
layer suction is shown in f@re 3.

0 With suction
u Mthout r“-I’--

1

3

Iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
Q* 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

-.6 -.4 -.2 O .2 .4 .6 .8
Distance from center of stream, inches

Fmwrs 3.—VMfmtfonof Moehnmnberwithdbtsncefromcenkrofsheem WMI end Mthout
boondary.lsyw zuctfon. Stream 8LMc prcwre 116 mfaonz of mercwy almlute.

The three nozzles used in t.hctestsproduced Mach numbcm
of 2.00&1% percent, 2.50A-2 percent, and 3.15+2 pereent
over a range of pressure levels from SO to 200 microns of
mercury absolute in the ccnkr half-inch of t.hcjeL.

MODELSTZ9TW

The models t&ted were ,right circuiar cylinders hcIcL
norrnaI to the air stream by copper rods fastened to ho cnrls
of the cylinders. Six modeLswere used in tho tests; their
diameters, test lengths, and types of construction arc given
in the following tabk:

. ..- ..=., .- ”=--; —.:rM&l .Matarirll =~+ 1$+m (In.) Renmrkz

- I , I,_Pt-Nl aIIOy.._._: :&o 0:g
:

Srtlld.
Pt.. ..-_.-— ----- SOUL
Fe--Constantan.. ——._ :~ Butt-weldedth~OCOU])]C.

: PtfilmonPyrexg18ss._ :% WM.
6 ml
6 “Nk::z-–:::fi::: .m :% .,~~~ ‘o~’ on coramk . ....- ,. .

~~odcls 1 through 4 hRdguard heaters wound on the copper
support rods to allow the temperaturc of thr ends of the
models to bc fidjusted in order to prevent cnd 10SSCS.Ther-
mocouples”were soldered to each end support in order thnt
the model end temperature could be nywsured. l?igr~re4
shows t~c arnmgcmimt of the model and its supports in the
stream. 310dels 5 and G ~verc constructed by wrapping
0.003-in&diameter insulated nickel wire on a ccrrtmic tube.
Voltage leads were soldered to each cml of the test length m)d
brought out through the ceramic tube to the emls of tho
model. The model was then dipped in a thin solution of
enamel to obtain a smooth surface. These modds were made
long enough to completdy span the nozzle.
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End + Model
_- Goppe;odJpport

thernmcoup-les
Test
length

7

—y ““

Flow H

.;

Heaters ~ “;
(electric) 1 7

FIQum 4.–Dfw0uuu&c sketchof model sad sUFPorts.

lIodeI 3 was a butt-welded iron-constantan thermocoup~e
with the junction located in the center of the test Iengt.h.

XIodE44 was constructed by coating a Pyrex gkss rod with
a very thin Iayer of platinum. The model was mounted as
shown in figure 4 by soldering the copper rods directly to the
platinum coating.

The temperature of W the models, except number 3, was
determined from their resistance which -was measured by
comparing the voltage drop across the model to the voltage
drop across a standard resistor connected in series with the
model. These rolt ages were measured with a direct-current
potentiometer and gtdvanometer having a least count of 1
microvolt. The temperaturereslstance characteristics of
each model were determined by calibrating the model in a
constant temperature bath over the range of temperatures
wmountered in the tests. The temperature of model 3 was
{determined by measuring, with a poteut iometer, the thermo-

couple roItage generated at the junction.

TEST PROCEDURE

An impact-pre~ure tube, a static-pressure tube, and the
test model were mounted on a.common support which could
be moved through the test arm of the jet. The wind tunnel
was then started md the impact and static pressures were
measured over the test area of the nozzIe. The static-
preesu.retube has been described in reference S and the im-
pact-pressure tube was identical with the O.150-inch-diameter
impact-pressure tube described in reference 17. Presmre-
measuring techniques are alsa deseri~ed in reference 8. The
imp4kct-pressurecorrections due to viscous effects, given in
reference 17, were used in order to calcuIate the stream Mach
number.

.$fter the stream conditions had been determined, the test
modeI was lowerecl into the stream and the equilibrium tem-
peratures of the model test length and ends were measured.
In the case of modek 1 imd 2, the guard heaters were used to
raise the model end temperatures untiI they were equaI to the
indic~ted test-length temperature. Heat was not suppkd to
the ends of the other models for the, measurement of equi-

librium temperature as, for_-the most part, the equihbriurn
temperatures were, on the average, 10° F below the stagna-
tion temperature of the stream.

After the equilibrium temperature of the model was
measured, the model was heated by passing a direct current,
from a battery through the modeI. Fok models 1, 2, and 4,
the end temperatures were adjusted until there WZs ng
temperature ditkence between the ends and the model test
length. When this point was reached, the voltage across the
test length of the model and across the standard resistor h.

series with the model was read on the potentiometer. The
heat supplied to the model was then the product. of the
roltage drop across the test Iength of the model and the
current through it.

Model 3, the butt-welded thermocouple, was not used in
the heat-transfer tests.

Independent controI of the end temperatures was not
possibIe with models 5 and 6; however, these models were
constructed in such a manner that the resistance to he=t’
flow aIong the models was large and the test length was
coniined to the center ?4inch of the models, thus minimizing
the effect of end lows.

The radiation heat loss from the modek was determined
by measuring the heat loss over a tinge of model temperat-
ures, with no flow passing through the tunnel, as the test;
chamber pressure was decreased toward zero. As it was not
possible to obtain a test-chamber pressure below 1 micron of
mercury absolute, the acturd radiation heat Iosswas obtained
by extrapolating the measured heat loss to zero pressure.
Models 1 and 6 were later placed in a chamber in which the
pressure couId be maintained at 0.1 micron of mercury ab-
soIute and the results checked the extrapolated data.

The resistance of the modeLs at room temperature was
checked from day to day and, if a resistance changed enough
so that the temperature of the model was in doubt by more.
than 2° F, the modeI was either recalibrated or rep~aced.

The tests were conducted at three nominal Mach numbers,
2.0, 2.5, and 3.15, and over a range of pressures from !30 to
200 microns of mercury absolute.

The test gas used was commercially pure dry nitrogen.
A summary of the test data is shown in tabIe I. .

. .

-

.
. _.

. .
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.-

.-. .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TEMPERATIJEEEECOVEEYFOR AX I!KWLAT’EDBODY

The usual starting point for a set of heat-transfer experi-
ments at high airspeeds is the determination of the equflib- -
rium temperature of the body; that is, the temperature as-
sumed by the body in the absence of heat trarsfer. In the
c~~e of &flat. plate in continuum flow, several analyses are ‘“’
a~aiIabIe for each of the two cases of Iaminm and turbdent
boundary Iayers. In these analyses, the equilibrium tern- -
perature is expressed in terms of “recovery factor,” ~, which
can be implictly defined as .

( )T,=T “1+7-–$ r.lp
.

A summary of the available esperimentaI and theoretictil
results is given in reference 1S. In brief, the thwret ictd
results indicate the recovery factor for laminar boundary
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TABLE I.—TEST DATA
. . . .....+... ....,.F .. .. . . . . . . . ..-

MN.& M&oh

‘— .,—

1

2

S&tic
lremu?a
lb[w ft)

o..%2
.629
.677
. al
.41f
;:3

.412

.432

:E
.E413
.M2
.M1
.w
.233
;g

..467
.676
.493
.244
.437
.Lw
.!434

-.-—_——
.243
.6)3
.46a

:%
.S%a
.469
.276
.als

!!!!!kd”$k.E!i!!!4A5.
Pig
eah
6s.7
7L 3
71.6
71.6
n. 8
7L a
69.7
517
7L O
7L o
728
,%
a%7
m 7
63.7
6L0
6s.7

R;
7s.0
66.0

-—----
7’$1.~

71.5
74.0
@a.9
69.4

!$;
O&7

‘M2.6 .ti” I lal.6 I 3.03 II
...-.-—- g~

.--—
II

3(
---: --- u
------- 3(

1
-------.-4
--. .---— 3
. . . . . . ..- 4
. --------
.. -—._ 4
..-. —— 31
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . :
------- 4
. . .. -.. _ y

●lsl.5 i96

I
.---.—.- W3 .16Ls L&

14s.b ------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-_.
Ms.o ..------ -... --.&. ..--.. ... . . .. ....

m .1466 4.a
m ●.242%5 s.10
)1.6 ●149.4 6.63
)L 6 .249.4
10 .153.3 ..:8

●256.3 ““ 1o.64
+6 ●162.4.

.263.0. 1:;
u .146.8
M .242.s
74

s.%
s1E4.8 4.M

M V26Z!a a 00

● T, ohtdned from fluure 8.
b IMa tnken in UnlwmIt y of Cdfomk tfiel.

layem to be independent of both Mach and Reynolds num-
bcwsand to have a value of Pr’f2. U the turbulent-bound-
ary-layer analyses assumed incompressible flow, hence hf ach
nmnkr effec.tsdo not appear. The analyses, in generaI, iR-
dic~tc t.htitthe recovery factor for turbulent boundary layers
on a fifit pIate has a due close to Prlla with some anaIyscs

showing a minor dependence of recovery factor on the

Reynolds number.

I+’or the case of a cyIinder with axis normal to the stream,

Iit t Ie t.hcory exists and recourse to cxpwirnent is requirecl.
,ScwerttIexperiments have contributed information concern-
ing the equilibrium temperature of transverse cylinders in
I~igh-speedair streams, notably those described in refcre.nces
1, 19, and 20. There is considerabk disagreement among
[I)c data citmdnnd apparent.ly a. definitivc experimc.ni with
a systelgat.ic variation of Reynolds and hIach numbers has
yet to be made.

‘f’hc equilibrium temperature for the case of cyliriclemiu
free-molecule flow has k-m det.crmined both tl]eoreticaIIy
and experimentally in reference 8, Good agreement was
obttiined between the experimental resuItsand the somewhat
surprising t.hcoretical prediction that. the cylinder equilib-
rium temperature would exceed the total or staemation
temperature of the gas stream, This phenomenon, of
course, is in direct contrast to the corresponding phenomenon
which occurs uqder continuum-flow conditions where an
insulated body can have, at most, a temperature equal to
the stream total temperature and normally does not even
attain this temperature due to outward heat flow in the
boundary layer. The anomaly can be expIained, however,
by a consideration, in the case of free-molecuIo flow, of the
magnitudes of the incident and re-emitted total veIocity
remlting from combination of the stream mass velocity and
the random therrmd velocities. When the totaI velocity

... ...... -..__-. .... ....
.346 5S.6 66.0
.416 60.0 66.0
.524 65.7 66.7

1“1
....-----...—..—-----

.3s0 7L b

.m4 -%: 23.6

.229 ms ~3

-. ..+ .–-. ..... .?. ,-.-,+- _.~- _

1-”
T,(*F) AT-T.–T,~F)

310.s
WJao I yL~
207.6

1
........-.......—.....-............—......-----...-—---...-----.-.....—...-............-...——_...........................—...................-._....—......-...........................-............-
. ....... ..... ..-z ..-

232 m
223.5 157.5
W. 6 L37.a

... . .... ... --—. .. ...
m la. s
m. 3 W8
197.2 117.9

......... -.. ....— ..-
163.4 434.3
m. 4 137.8
17119 IL9,6
Is&1 117.0
1$S.6 1214
lm.o Ha o
w. 6 lm 4
17So ill. 0
ML 7 lw 2
176.0 1140
17L6 Ha 6

I@ o
;% llhs

,.,.. . .....-
-r

I??:*I:

ho rnodd
Wattax 10+)

~

.-. . --—..

...........-

... ... .... ..

............-

.-. —

......... ..-

.. . . ......-

...L. .. ----- .

. —--------

. . . . . . . . . . . .

.... ........
loa 6
120.8
M2.8

.— -------
tis

2:

.1

.............
m. 8
it 8
47.8

&:
m7
146.b
13&7
106.2
m. 7

%:
SAo

- -----

term is squared ~here results a term, which is twice the

scalar product of the vector mass velocity and tho vector
thermal veIocity. This scak product term eflectivcly
increases the apparent, internal energy of the gas from the
continuum value of 3/2 kT per molecule to u vtdue varying
from 2 k T to 5/2 kTdepcnding upon tbc speed nnd orienttition

of the body. The apparent internal energy bccomcs 5/2 kT
for high speeds and body angles of attack greakr than zero.
This is just cquaI to the iuterual plus potential cnmgy per
molecule of a cube of continuum gas, Therefore, the energy
incident on the body in free-moIecule flow becomes equaI Lo
that of a continuum for large vaIues of the molecular speed
ratio for surfaces incIined a~ angles of attack greater than
zero. The molecular energy which is re-emitted from the
surface is”assumed to be equal to the energy of a slrcam
issuing effusively from a Maxwellian gas, in equilibrium at
some yet unspccificcl temperature, into a perfect vacuum.
For the case of an insulated bocly, the tcmporaturc of this
gas is that of the body. The energy of the rc-emitted stream
calculated in this manner is equal to 2 lrT6 pm molcculc.

The corresponding energy for a continuum gas at tho swmc
temperature is 5/2 k T, pcr molecule if both thwnal and
potentiaI energies are considered. For a gircn ro-emit.tcd
stream teinpcrature, a smalk ttmount of energy per tnole-
cule is transported from a body for Lhccase of free-molccuk
flow than is transported in the ~asc of continuum flow. IL
is clear that, if the same toLal amount of cuergy, namely
the incident energy, is to be removed in each case, the
effusivostream temperatureand, hence, the body tempcmturc
for an insulated body must be higher for frco-molecuk flow
than for continuum flow.

The equilibrium temperature for” a cylinder in a frec-
molecuk flow fieId has been shown (equation (6)) to bc a
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function only of the molecular speed ratio, 8, or the hlach
number, M. (See equation (3).)

Because of the different parametem upon which the re-
covery factor or equilibrium temperature depends in the
several regimes, it is MT’cult to plot all the equilibrium-
t.emperature or recovery-factor data on a single graph.
However, for the case of free-molecuIe flow, the tlfeory pre-
dicts that the equilibrium-temperature ratio is a func.tiou of
the moIecuIar-peed ratio only. Hence, if we shouId plot
the ratio of the measured cquiIikium-temperature ratio
T,/$?’to the Lhwweticalcquililmhnmtempcratureratio j(s)/g(s)
m a functiou of budscn number, the deviation of the ratio
from a value of unity should define the lower Limitof frec-
molecule flow in terms of the Knudsen mimber. .Theec data
me shown in figure 5 and indicate that the Knudsen number
must have a value of approxinlateIy 2 in order that fully
developed free-moIecule flow exist for a transveme cylinder.

The rccowry-factor data are shown in @re 6, plotted as
a function of Knudsen number. It can be seen from this
figure that the data, in the range of Knudsen numbers from
0.02 to 2.0, are cormdatcd by Knudsen number alone with no
syskmatic Mach number effects shown. It is further evident
that, for vaIuw of Knudsen number greater than 0.2, &
recovery factor exceeds a wdue of unity, presumably due to
the development of free-molecule-flow effects. Also, it can
Iw seen that for values of Knudsen number less than 0.2,
the recovery factor has a constant vahe indicating an indc-
pcndencc.from ReynoIds number cffect.s. (See equation (2).)

HEAT. TItANSFES-TEST BEXULTS

The presentdion of heat-trmsfcr data for thcw tcsLsis,
as with the recovery-factor data, bcect wiL.hdiflhmlty duc to.
lack of a common correlating parameter. The results of tk
heat-transfer tits are showu in one form in figure 7 in which
iVu10is plotted as a function of RtvIO.The subscript 10 refcra
to the fact that the viscosity and thermal mnd uctivity wcro
evahted at hmrd stagnation tcmperaturcl while the dmsity
was oraluat.ed at free+ trcam conditions. The USC Of hk~IJ
and Relo was suggested by Kovdsznay and Tthmmrck, who
found that this particukr choiceof conditions for cvtihmtion
of the gas properties eliminated the need for including the
hfach number as an additional variable, Tho dntu of
Kov&sznay and Tdrmarck (reference 1) arc shown as a dot M
line which was computed from t.hoexpression

Nu10=0.5t30Reltfz– 0.795

which is an empirical equation remlting in the. best fit. of
thiir data. AH the heat-transfer data obtained during tlu:
present tds are correlated by the broken Iinc with tin
average deviation of +6 percent. This Iinc was ftiircd
through the data by the method of least Squaresand may bo
represented by the relation

NUIO=O.132 Re,oo.’a (12)

The solid line represents equation (11) of this paper with k
accomniodation coefficient a having the value of 0.9. This

., .._

FJOURE7.—Vwl8t[onof NW wfti l?cmfor kwsvorss oylfndersIn a Ldgh-spwdstreamofrorefledR’WI
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value of a vm.schosen to give the best fit.of the data obtained
in the free-molecule range of Knudsen numbers.

M the other extreme range of Reynolds numbem, how-
ever, it is seen that the data obtained in the Ames hboratory
Iow-density wind tunnel indicate Xusselt numbers substan-
tially beIovi those measured by Ko&znay and T&marck.
Wen these data were obtained, it was suspected that the
discrepancy was due to Mockrtge effects since the model
(%-inch diameter) was lmge compared to the diameter
(% inch) of that portion of the stream suitabIe for test~m.
Consequently, some of the tests were repeated using the
.I~niversity of California lowdeneity wind tunnel (see refer-
ence 21 for description) which has a consideraMy Iarger
(approximately 3-inch diameter) testing region. The hi@er
Reynolds number data obtained in the University of Cali-
fornia tunnel agxtin indicated Xussdt numbem below those
obtainLd by Kov&zna3- and T6rmarck although higher than
those obtained in the &nes tunneL The fact that the
present iowdensity data were obtained in two dfierent wind
tunnels and (in the rase of the ties test) with three diflerent
models, while the data of Kovknay and T&rnarck are
corroborated by the data of Lowell (reference 20), incIicates

that the di.tRwencein Xusselt numbers is reaI and is not due
to experimental e.mor.z

The discrepancy may be due to one or a combination of
several effects. First, there is the prob~bility that a differ-
ence in tunnel turbulence level etited between the te+s of
Ko&znay and ‘l%rmarck and bwell, which were conducted
at relatively high pressures, and the present tests which
were conducted at extremely low pressures. It appea~ -
likely that the turbulence Ierel in a lovrdensity nozzle would
be low due to the large viscous effects present?

It is also probuble that a correction for the effect of vis-
cosity should be appIied to the readings of the static pfissure
tube, as was done in the case of the impact pressure tube
readings. The value of this correction (which wotid affect
the calculated Mach and Reynolds numbers) is unknown
at, present.

It is apparent that additional tests are required to resolre
the discrepancy.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the data for .
transverse cylindem presented in this paper:

1. Fully dereloped free-molecule flow occurs for Knudsen
numbers of approximately 2 and higher.

2. For Knudsen numbers greater than 0.2, the tempera-
ture-recovery factor exceeds unity even though free-molec&
flow is not fully deveIoped.

3. For the case of high-peed flow of a rarefied gas about
cyhndem, the ternperature-reco-iery factor is primariIy
dependent upon Kmdsen number.

4. Over the range of conditions covered in the present
tests, the ~usseIt number is a function only of the ReynoIds

z It mu be obeemedthat the heat-tramfer deta”obtdned in the Unkecstty of Cafffomla
ttmnd with the O.0.N-hmh-dknWermodelwe in .gmdweement with thedataobtainedIn
the Am= tUU& homew, It zhoufdbepdnted outthataabittinthetemperaturecallbrztfon
cttbIrmodel msnltedInanuwrMntg cftheerdcrof HOpement LnthedataobtaMdfn
the Uufwsity of Califh hmneL

s In x, it fs noted that Mc.4&me &efmnee !22)repccted large ckmrmeaIn beet-b=sfer
~t= hm OYlh@S (fat to vtiion C4the turbulence levef of the &s- dtho@ k?.
dent detatfe of the orl@nzI eqwimental work were sIven to enabfe any omcludom to &
drawn that woubi be peftkent to the pi-esentdlwmaion.

number if the viscosity and thermal conductivity are based -
on stagnation temperature and the density based on free- - –
stream conditions.

.

5. “In free-molecule flow, the heat-transfer data are well ,-..—
correlated by the theory with the accommodation coefficient .. _ ~
equaI to 0.9. .=-.

.—.
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